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Since the extended Stroh formalism for two-dimensional piezoelectric anisotropic elastic-
ity preserves essential features of Stroh formalism for pure elastic materials, it becomes
important to get the corresponding explicit expressions of some important matrices fre-
quently appeared in Stroh formalism. In this paper, explicit expressions are obtained for
the fundamental matrix N, material eigenvector matrices A and B, and Barnett–Lothe ten-
sors L, S and H. Although the explicit expressions are presented under the generalized
plane strain and short circuit condition, by suitable replacement of the material constants
they are still valid for the other two-dimensional states. To provide a clear picture of these
expressions, two typical examples are presented, which are piezoelectric ceramics with
two different poling axes.
 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
It is well known that Stroh formalism is an elegant and powerful tool for the study of two-dimensional deformation of
anisotropic elastic materials (Ting, 1996). Since this is a complex variable formulation, most of the ﬁeld solutions are in com-
plex form and the complexmaterial eigenvector matrices A and B usually play important roles on the ﬁnal analytical solutions.
In the establishment of Stroh formalism, there is an eigen-relation relating the complexmaterial eigenvectors to realmaterial
properties. Several real matrices connecting through this eigen-relation, such as the fundamental elasticity matrix N and Bar-
nett–Lothe tensors L, S and H, become crucial when the analytical solutions lead to real form expressions. Thus, to understand
the effects of material properties on some problems of anisotropic elasticity, it is important to know the details of these
matrices and hence many studies have been done in the literature to get the explicit expressions of A, B, N, L, S and H
and most of them can be found in (Ting, 1996).
Due to the intrinsic coupling phenomenon between mechanical and electric ﬁelds, piezoelectric materials have been
widely used as sensors and actuators in intelligent advanced structure design. To study their electromechanical behaviors,
suitable mathematical modeling becomes important. Since the extended Stroh formalism for piezoelectric materials pre-
serves most essential features of Stroh formalism, it becomes a popular tool for the study of piezoelectric anisotropic elas-
ticity. Most of the analytical solutions presented in the literature such as (Barnett and Lothe, 1975; Pak, 1990; Sosa, 1991;
Kuo and Barnett, 1991; Suo et al., 1992; Park and Sun, 1995; Liang et al., 1995; Liang and Hwu, 1996) show that the solutions
for the problems of piezoelectric anisotropic materials can be purposely organized to have the same mathematical forms as
those of the corresponding anisotropic elastic materials. This observation tells us the importance of getting the correspond-
ing explicit expressions of A, B, N, L, S and H for piezoelectric materials. However, due to its possible complexity involving. All rights reserved.
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the inverse of impedance matrix iAB1 and provided explicit forms for some simple cases. Ting (1996) discussed the struc-
tures of N1 and N3 for general piezoelectric materials without detailed expressions. Soh et al. (2001) and Liou and Sung
(2007) provided explicit expressions of A, B, L, S and H for transversely isotropic piezoelectric materials whose poling axis
coincides with x2-axis and monoclinic piezoelectric materials, respectively. In this paper, solutions are provided for general
piezoelectric materials covering all the possible two-dimensional states such as generalized plane strain/short or open cir-
cuit, and generalized plane stress/short or open circuit. The explicit expressions for A, B and N given in this paper are valid for
all possible piezoelectric anisotropic materials. While for L, S and H, standard procedure can be applied for all possible pie-
zoelectric anisotropic materials and the explicit expressions are given only for two special examples: piezoelectric ceramics
poling in two different axes.2. Constitutive laws for piezoelectric materials in three-dimensional states
For an anisotropic and linearly electro-elastic solid, the constitutive relation between elastic ﬁeld tensors (stresses rij and
strains eij) and electric ﬁeld vectors (electric displacements or called induction Dj and electric ﬁeld Ej) can be represented by
four equally important systems of piezoeffect equations. In tensor notation, they can be written as (Rogacheva, 1994).rij ¼ CEijklekl  ekijEk;
Dj ¼ ejklekl þ xejkEk;
(
eij ¼ SEijklrkl þ dkijEk;
Dj ¼ djklrkl þ xrjkEk;
(
rij ¼ CDijklekl  hkijDk;
Ej ¼ hjklekl þ bejkDk;
(
eij ¼ SDijklrkl þ gkijDk;
Ej ¼ gjklrkl þ brjkDk;
(
i; j; k; l ¼ 1;2;3; ð2:1Þwhere SEijkl and S
D
ijkl are elastic compliances at constant electric ﬁeld and induction; C
E
ijkl and C
D
ijkl are elastic stiffnesses at con-
stant electric ﬁeld and induction; xejk;x
r
jk and b
e
jk; b
r
jk are dielectric permittivities and non-permittivities at constant strains
and stresses; dkij; ekij; gkij and hkij are piezoelectric strain/charge, stress/charge, strain/voltage, stress/voltage tensors, respec-
tively. Consideration of the symmetry of stresses and strains, and the path-independency of elastic strain energy, these con-
stants have the following symmetry propertiesCEijkl ¼ CEjikl ¼ CEklij; ekij ¼ ekji; xejk ¼ xekj;
SEijkl ¼ SEjikl ¼ SEklij; dkij ¼ dkji; xrjk ¼ xrkj;
CDijkl ¼ CDjikl ¼ CDklij; hkij ¼ hkji; bejk ¼ bekj;
SDijkl ¼ SDjikl ¼ SDklij; gkij ¼ gkji; brjk ¼ brkj:
ð2:2ÞTo express the constitutive laws in matrix form, the contracted notation assigning 11 to 1, 22 to 2, 33 to 3, 23 or 32 to 4, 13
or 31 to 5, 12 or 21 to 6, 14 or 41 to 7, 24 or 42 to 8, 34 or 43 to 9 are usually used in engineering expressions. With this
assignment and the symmetry properties Eq. (2.2), certain transformations need add a factor of 2 or 4. They are2Sijkl ¼ Spq; if either p or q > 3;
4Sijkl ¼ Spq; if both p and q > 3;
2eij ¼ ep; 2dkij ¼ dkp; 2gkij ¼ gkp; if p > 3:
No factors are needed for all other transformations:
ð2:3ÞBy using the contracted notation, the constitutive laws Eq. (2.1) can be written in matrix form asr
D
 
¼ CE e
T
e xe
 
e
E
 
;
e
D
 
¼ SE d
T
d xr
" #
r
E
 
;
r
E
 
¼ CD h
T
h be
" #
e
D
 
;
e
E
 
¼ SD g
T
g br
 
r
D
 
;
ð2:4Þ
wherer ¼
r1
r2
r3
r4
r5
r6
8>>>><>>>>:
9>>>>=>>>>;
¼
r11
r22
r33
r23
r13
r12
8>>>><>>>>:
9>>>>=>>>>;
; e ¼
e1
e2
e3
e4
e5
e6
8>>>><>>>>:
9>>>>=>>>>;
¼
e11
e22
e33
2e23
2e13
2e12
8>>>><>>>>:
9>>>>=>>>>;
; CE ¼
CE11 C
E
12 C
E
13 C
E
14 C
E
15 C
E
16
CE12 C
E
22 C
E
23 C
E
24 C
E
25 C
E
26
CE13 C
E
23 C
E
33 C
E
34 C
E
35 C
E
36
CE14 C
E
24 C
E
34 C
E
44 C
E
45 C
E
46
CE15 C
E
25 C
E
35 C
E
45 C
E
55 C
E
56
CE16 C
E
26 C
E
36 C
E
46 C
E
56 C
E
66
266666666664
377777777775
;
E ¼
E1
E2
E3
8><>:
9>=>;; D ¼
D1
D2
D3
8><>:
9>=>;; e ¼
e11 e12 e13 e14 e15 e16
e21 e22 e23 e24 e25 e26
e31 e32 e33 e34 e35 e36
264
375; xe ¼ x
e
11 x
e
12 x
e
13
xe12 x
e
22 x
e
23
xe13 x
e
23 x
e
33
264
375;
ð2:5Þand similar expressions for SE; SD;CD;d; g;h;xr; br; be. In the above, the superscript T of the matrix denotes the transpose.
Since the four equation sets shown in (2.4) describe the same materials from different bases, the matrices in different set
4462 C. Hwu / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 4460–4473of (2.4) should have some relations. In other words, from any one of the four equation sets, one can obtain the other three
sets by simple mathematical operation. For example, starting from the ﬁrst set of (2.4) we can obtain the following relationsSE ¼ C1E ; d ¼ eC1E ; xr ¼ eC1E eT þ xe;
CD ¼ CE þ eTx1e e; h ¼ x1e e; be ¼ x1e ;
SD ¼ C1E  C1E eTx1r eC1E ; g ¼ x1r eC1E ; br ¼ x1r :
ð2:6ÞGenerally, their relations can be expressed by the following equationsCE ¼ S1E ; CD ¼ S1D ; be ¼ x1e ; br ¼ x1r ;
d ¼ eSE ¼ xrg; e ¼ dCE ¼ xeh; g ¼ hSD ¼ brd; h ¼ gCD ¼ bee;
xr  xe ¼ dCEdT ¼ eSEeT ¼ deT ;
be  br ¼ hSDhT ¼ gCDgT ¼ hgT ;
CD  CE ¼ eTbee ¼ hTxeh ¼ hTe;
SE  SD ¼ gTxrg ¼ dTbrd ¼ dTg:
ð2:7Þ3. Constitutive laws for piezoelectric materials in two-dimensional states
If we consider the most general anisotropic materials, the in-plane and anti-plane deformations will not be decoupled.
Under this condition, the two-dimensional states are usually described by generalized plane strain ðe3 ¼ 0Þ or generalized plane
stress ðr3 ¼ 0Þ without requiring the transverse shear strain or transverse shear stress to be zero. While for electric ﬁelds,
open circuit condition ðD3 ¼ 0Þ is considered when the faces of piezoelectric materials are in contact with non-conducting
media and the top and bottom surfaces are free of charge; or short circuit condition ðE3 ¼ 0Þ is considered if the top and bot-
tom surfaces of the piezoelectric materials are held at the same electric potential. With the above consideration, the two-
dimensional states will be divided into four different situations, i.e.,I: Generalized plane strain and short circuit : e3 ¼ 0 and E3 ¼ 0:
II: Generalized plane strain and open circuit : e3 ¼ 0 and D3 ¼ 0:
III: Generalized plane stress and short circuit : r3 ¼ 0 and E3 ¼ 0:
IV : Generalized plane stress and open circuit : r3 ¼ 0 and D3 ¼ 0:
ð3:1ÞUnder the above four different states, the constitutive laws (2.4) can be further reduced by eliminating the terms asso-
ciated with zero values of e3 (or r3) and E3 (or D3), and replacing r3 (or e3) and D3 (or E3) by the other two-dimensional terms.
By this way, the constitutive laws for piezoelectric materials in two-dimensional states can be written in matrix form as
State I: e3 ¼ 0 and E3 ¼ 0.
r0
D0
( )
¼ C
0
E e
0T
e0 x0e
" #
e0
E0
( )
;
e0
D0
( )
¼
bSE d^T
d^ x^r
" #
r0
E0
( )
;
r0
E0
( )
¼ C
0
D h0T
h0 b0e
" #
e0
D0
( )
;
e0
E0
( )
¼ S^
0
D g^
0T
g^0 b^0r
" #
r0
D0
( )
;
ð3:2aÞwherer0 ¼
r1
r2
r4
r5
r6
8>>><>>>:
9>>>=>>>;
; e0 ¼
e1
e2
e4
e5
e6
8>>><>>>:
9>>>=>>>;
; C0E ¼
CE11 C
E
12 C
E
14 C
E
15 C
E
16
CE12 C
E
22 C
E
24 C
E
25 C
E
26
CE14 C
E
24 C
E
44 C
E
45 C
E
46
CE15 C
E
25 C
E
45 C
E
55 C
E
56
CE16 C
E
26 C
E
46 C
E
56 C
E
66
266666664
377777775; E
0 ¼ E1
E2
 
; D0 ¼ D1
D2
 
;
e0 ¼ e11 e12 e14 e15 e16
e21 e22 e24 e25 e26
 
; x0e ¼
xe11 x
e
12
xe12 x
e
22
 
;
ð3:2bÞ
S^0D ¼
bS0D11 bS0D12 bS0D14 bS0D15 bS0D16bS0D12 bS0D22 bS0D24 bS0D25 bS0D26bS0D14 bS0D24 bS0D44 bS0D45 bS0D46bS0D15 bS0D25 bS0D45 bS0D55 bS0D56bS0D16 bS0D26 bS0D46 bS0D56 bS0D66
2666666664
3777777775
; g^0 ¼ g^
0
11 g^
0
12 g^
0
14 g^
0
15 g^
0
16
g^021 g^
0
22 g^
0
24 g^
0
25 g^
0
26
 
; b^0r ¼
b^0r11 b^
0r
12
b^0r12 b^
0r
22
" #
ð3:2cÞ
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b^r33
¼ bS0Dji ; g^0ij ¼ g^ij  b^r3ig^3j
b^r33
; b^0rij ¼ b^rij 
b^r3ib^
r
3j
b^r33
¼ b^0rji ; ð3:2dÞin whichbSDij ¼ SDij  SD3iSD3jSD33 ¼ bSDji ; g^ij ¼ gij 
gi3S
D
3j
SD33
; b^rij ¼ brij þ
gi3gj3
SD33
¼ b^rji: ð3:2eÞTo save the space of this paper, the expressions for bSE; d^; x^r;C0D;h0 and b0e, which can be obtained by the same way, are not
shown here. Similarly, only two types of constitutive laws are shown below for the other three states.
State II: e3 ¼ 0 and D3 ¼ 0
r0
D0
( )
¼ C
0
E e
0T
e0 x0e
" #
e0
E0
( )
;
e0
E0
( )
¼
bSD g^T
g^ b^r
" #
r0
D0
( )
: ð3:3ÞState III: r3 ¼ 0 and E3 ¼ 0
r0
D0
( )
¼ C^E e^
T
e^ x^e
" #
e0
E0
( )
;
e0
E0
( )
¼ S
0
D g
0T
g0 b0r
" #
r0
D0
( )
: ð3:4ÞState IV: r3 ¼ 0 and D3 ¼ 0
r0
D0
( )
¼ C^
0
E e^
0T
e^0 x^0e
" #
e0
E0
( )
;
e0
E0
( )
¼ S
0
D g
0T
g0 b0r
" #
r0
D0
( )
: ð3:5ÞIn the above,C0Eij ¼ CEij þ e3ie3jxe33 ¼ C
0E
ji ; e
0
ij ¼ eij 
xe3ie3j
xe33
; x0eij ¼ xeij 
xe3ix
e
3j
xS33
¼ x0eji ;
C^Eij ¼ CEij 
CE3iC
E
3j
CE33
¼ C^Eji; e^ij ¼ eij 
ei3C
E
3j
CE33
; x^eij ¼ xeij þ
ei3ej3
CE33
;
C^0Eij ¼ C^Eij þ
e^3i e^3j
x^e33
¼ C^0Eji ; e^0ij ¼ e^ij 
x^e3i e^3j
x^e33
; x^0eij ¼ x^eij 
x^e3ix^
e
3j
x^e33
¼ x^0eji ;
S0Dij ¼ SDij þ g3ig3jbr33 ¼
bSDji ; g0ij ¼ gij  br3ig3jbr33 ; b0rij ¼ brij  br3ibr3jbr33 ¼ b0rji ;
ð3:6Þand bSDij ; g^ij; b^rij; bS0Dij ; g^0ij; b^0rij are given in (3.2d) and (3.2e).
Similar to the three-dimensional states, some relations between the material constants can be obtained through simple
inversion such asC0E e
0T
e0 x0e
" # bS0D g^0T
g^0 b^0r
" #
¼ I; C
0
D h0T
h0 b0e
" # bSE d^T
d^ x^r
" #
¼ I; ð3:7aÞandC0E e
0T
e0 x0e
" # bSD g^T
g^ b^r
" #
¼ C^E e^
T
e^ x^e
" #
S0D g
0T
g0 b0r
" #
¼ C^
0
E e^
0T
e^0 x^0e
" #
S0D g
0T
g0 b0r
" #
¼ I: ð3:7bÞ4. Extended Stroh formalism for piezoelectric anisotropic elasticity
For two-dimensional linear anisotropic elasticity, there are two major complex variable formalisms in the literature. One
is Lekhnitskii formalism (Lekhnitskii, 1963) which starts with the equilibrated stress functions followed by constitutive laws,
strain-displacement relations and compatibility equations; the other is Stroh formalism (Stroh, 1958) which starts with the
compatible displacements followed by strain-displacement relations, constitutive laws and equilibrium equations. With this
understanding, to develop the extended Stroh formalism for piezoelectric anisotropic elasticity the most appropriate consti-
tutive relation is the ﬁrst equation set of Eq. (2.1). While for the extended Lekhnitksii formalism the most appropriate con-
stitutive relation is the last equation set of Eq. (2.1). Thus, to describe the extended Stroh formalism for piezoelectric
anisotropic elasticity, it is better to write the basic equations asrij ¼ CEijklekl  ekijEk;
Dj ¼ ejklekl þ xejkEk;
(
eij ¼ 12 ðui;j þ uj;iÞ;
rij;j ¼ 0;
Di;i ¼ 0;

i; j; k; l ¼ 1;2;3; ð4:1Þwhere repeated indices imply summation, a comma stands for differentiation and ui is the displacement in xi-axis. By
letting
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Cijkl ¼ CEijkl; i; j; k; l ¼ 1;2;3;
Cij4l ¼ elij; i; j; l ¼ 1;2;3;
C4jkl ¼ ejkl; j; k; l ¼ 1;2;3;
C4j4l ¼ xejl; j; l ¼ 1;2;3;
ð4:2Þthe basic Eq. (4.1) can be rewritten in an expanded tensor notation asrIJ ¼ CIJKLeKL; eIJ ¼ 12 ðuI;J þ uJ;IÞ; rIJ;J ¼ 0; I; J;K; L ¼ 1;2;3;4; ð4:3Þwhere expanded elastic stiffness tensor CIJKL has the following symmetry propertyCIJKL ¼ CJIKL ¼ CKLIJ ¼ CIJLK : ð4:4Þ
Since the mathematical form of expanded expression (4.3) for piezoelectric anisotropic elasticity is exactly the same
as that of pure anisotropic elasticity, the general solutions satisfying all basic Eq. (4.1) under two-dimensional defor-
mation can therefore be written in the form of Stroh formalism and is usually called extended Stroh formalism. Following
is the general solutions satisfying (4.1) presented in (Kuo and Barnett, 1991; Suo et al., 1992; Liang and Hwu, 1996;
Ting, 1996)u ¼ 2RefAfðzÞg; / ¼ 2RefBfðzÞg; ð4:5aÞ
whereu ¼
u1
u2
u3
u4
8>><>>:
9>>=>>;; / ¼
/1
/2
/3
/4
8>><>>:
9>>=>>;; fðzÞ ¼
f1ðz1Þ
f2ðz2Þ
f3ðz3Þ
f4ðz4Þ
8>><>>:
9>>=>>;;
A ¼ ½ a1 a2 a3 a4; B ¼ ½b1 b2 b3 b4;
zk ¼ x1 þ lkx2; k ¼ 1;2;3;4;
ð4:5bÞand Re stands for the real part. The stress function /i is related to the stresses byri1 ¼ /i;2; ri2 ¼ /i;1; i ¼ 1;2;3;4: ð4:6Þ
fkðzkÞ; k ¼ 1;2;3;4 are four holomorphic functions of complex variables zk, which will be determined by the boundary con-
ditions set for each particular problem. lk and (ak;bkÞ are the material eigenvalues and eigenvectors which can be determined
by the following eigenrelations:Nn ¼ ln ð4:7aÞ
where N is a 8 8 fundamental matrix and n is a 8 1 column vector deﬁned byN ¼ N1 N2
N3 N
T
1
 
; n ¼ a
b
 
ð4:7bÞandN1 ¼ T1RT ; N2 ¼ T1 ¼ NT2; N3 ¼ RT1RT  Q ¼ NT3: ð4:7cÞ
Q, R, T are three 4 4 real matrices deﬁned by the elastic constants asQik ¼ Ci1k1; Rik ¼ Ci1k2; Tik ¼ Ci2k2; i; k ¼ 1;2;3;4: ð4:8Þ
Note that the general solutions (4.5) are obtained by considering the two-dimensional deformation in which
ui; i ¼ 1;2;3;4, depend on x1 and x2 only. Through the strain-displacement relation ð4:1Þ2 and the relation for the
electric ﬁeld ð4:2Þ2, we know that the two-dimensional state considered in the extended Stroh formalism is state
I: generalized plane strain and short circuit (e3 ¼ 0 and E3 ¼ 0Þ. From (3.2) we see that the material constants used
in this state are CEij; eij;x
e
ij or bS0Dij ; g^0ij; b^0rij or bSEij; d^ij; x^rij or C0Dij ;h0ij; b0eij . For the other two-dimensional states, to employ the
general solution (4.5) the material constants should be replaced according to the relations shown in (3.3)–(3.5). For
example, CEij; eij;x
e
ij should be replaced by C
0E
ij ; e
0
ij;x
0e
ij for state II, and replaced by C^
E
ij; e^ij; x^
e
ij for state III, and replaced by
C^0Eij ; e^
0
ij; x^
0e
ij for state IV.
For the convenience of readers’ reference, we now show the matrix expressions Q, R, T of (4.8) for state I.Q ¼
CE11 C
E
16 C
E
15 e11
CE16 C
E
66 C
E
56 e16
CE15 C
E
56 C
E
55 e15
e11 e16 e15 xe11
266664
377775; R ¼
CE16 C
E
12 C
E
14 e21
CE66 C
E
26 C
E
46 e26
CE56 C
E
25 C
E
45 e25
e16 e12 e14 xe12
266664
377775; T ¼
CE66 C
E
26 C
E
46 e26
CE26 C
E
22 C
E
24 e22
CE46 C
E
24 C
E
44 e24
e26 e22 e24 xe22
266664
377775 ð4:9Þ
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positive (Suo et al., 1992; Ting, 1996), lk occurs as four pairs of complex conjugates. In the general solution (4.5), the material
eigenvalues lk and material eigenvectors ak;bk have been arranged to be lkþ4 ¼ lk, ImðlkÞ > 0, and akþ4 ¼ ak;bkþ4 ¼ bk,
k ¼ 1;2;3;4 where an overbar denotes the complex conjugate and Im stands for the imaginary part. Moreover, in the general
solution (4.5), the material eigenvalues are assumed to be distinct and their associated eigenvectors are independent each
other. For the cases that the material eigenvalues are repeated so that their associated eigenvectors are not independent each
other, the general solution (4.5) should be modiﬁed (Ting, 1996) or one may introduce a small perturbation in the values of
material properties to avoid the problem of degeneracy (Hwu and Yen, 1991).
From the above discussions we know that the fundamental matrix N and its associated eigenvector n ¼ ða;bÞ play impor-
tant roles in Stroh formalism. Due to their importance, several works have been done to get their explicit expressions for
pure anisotropic elastic materials (Ting, 1996). Since ak;bk are the right eigenvectors of the fundamental matrix N, to have
unique values of ak;bk normalization is necessary. Following is the orthogonality relation for the material eigenvector matri-
ces A and B of anisotropic materials (Ting, 1996), which can also be extended to the piezoelectric anisotropic materials.BT AT
BT AT
" #
A A
B B
" #
¼ I 0
0 I
 
: ð4:10aÞThe two 8 8 matrices on the left side of (4.10a) are the inverse of each other, and hence their products commute, i.e.,A A
B B
" #
BT AT
BT AT
" #
¼ I 0
0 I
 
: ð4:10bÞFrom the relations (4.10), it has been observed that the following three matrices S, H and L are real, which appear often in
the ﬁnal solutions to two-dimensional anisotropic elasticity problems,S ¼ ið2ABT  IÞ; H ¼ 2iAAT ; L ¼ 2iBBT : ð4:11Þ
These three real matrices have also been proved to be the average values of N1ðhÞ;N2ðhÞ and N3ðhÞ over the interval
h ¼ ð0; pÞ (Barnett and Lothe, 1973), and hence are usually called Barnett–Lothe tensors.
5. Explicit expressions for fundamental matrix N
Although the fundamental matrix N is deﬁned clearly in (4.7b, 4.7c), their calculation involves the matrix inversion.
Therefore, if we do not pay special attention to get their explicit expressions, their results from pure numerical calculation
can only provide their numerical values which are not appropriate for the understanding of the physical meaning of the ana-
lytical solutions found by using the extended Stroh formalism. Even it is possible to ﬁnd the explicit expressions by using the
symbolic computational software such as Mathematica, ignorant of the relations among the components may lead to com-
plicated expressions. Although it has been indicated by Ting (1996) that certain elements of N1 and N3 are zero for piezo-
electric materials, no explicit expressions for Ni have been published in the literature. In this section, we will follow the
steps described in (Ting, 1996) for pure anisotropic materials to get the explicit expressions of Ni for piezoelectric materials.
In order to ﬁnd the explicit expressions of Ni, we ﬁrst re-organize (4.7c) into the following compact matrix formI NT1
0 N2
" #
Q R
RT T
 
¼ N3 0N1 I
 
ð5:1ÞRe-arrangement of ð3:7aÞ1 and knowing the matrix expressions of Q, R, T given in (4.9), we can get
Q R
RT T
 
Q  R
RT T
 
¼ I2 I21
0 I
 
ð5:2aÞwhereQ  ¼
bS0D11 0 bS0D15 g^011
0 0 0 0bS0D15 0 bS0D55 g^015
g^011 0 g^
0
15 b^0r11
266664
377775; R ¼
bS0D16 bS0D12 bS0D14 g^021
0 0 0 0bS0D56 bS0D25 bS0D45 g^025
g^016 g^
0
12 g^
0
14 b^0r12
266664
377775; T ¼
bS0D66 bS0D26 bS0D46 g^026bS0D26 bS0D22 bS0D24 g^022bS0D46 bS0D24 bS0D44 g^024
g^026 g^
0
22 g^
0
24 b^0r22
2666664
3777775 ð5:2bÞandI2 ¼
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
26664
37775; I21 ¼
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
26664
37775; I ¼
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
26664
37775: ð5:2cÞEmploying the relation (5.1), Eq. (5.2a) becomes
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N1 I
 
Q  R
RT T
 
¼ I N
T
1
0 N2
" #
I2 I21
0 I
 
ð5:3aÞorN3Q  ¼ I2; N3R ¼ I21 þ NT1; N1Q  þ RT ¼ 0; N1R þ T ¼ N2: ð5:3bÞ
Fromtheabove results,we see that the explicit expressions ofN3 canbeobtaineddirectly fromtheﬁrst equationof Eq. (5.3b)
sinceQ  shown in (5.2b) is amatrix of rank 3 not a full matrix of rank 4. Substituting the result ofN3 into (5.3b)2 we can getN1,
and then obtain N2 through (5.3b)4. Through this procedure, the explicit expressions of N1;N2 and N3 have been obtained asN1 ¼
X6 1 Y6 Z6
X2 0 Y2 Z2
X4 0 Y4 Z4
X8 0 Y8 Z8
26664
37775; N2 ¼ N1R þ T; N3 ¼ 1D
S11 0 S

15 g

11
0 0 0 0
S15 0 S

55 g

15
g11 0 g

15 b

11
26664
37775 ð5:4aÞwhere
D ¼ bS0D11bS0D55b^011 þ 2bS0D15g^011g^015  bS0D55g^0211  bS0D11g^0215 þ b^011ðbS0D15Þ2;
S11 ¼ bS0D55b^011  g^0215; S15 ¼ bS0D15b^011 þ g^011g^015; S55 ¼ bS0D11b^011  g^0211;
g11 ¼ bS0D15g^015  bS0D55g^011; g15 ¼ bS0D11g^015 þ bS0D15g^011; b11 ¼ bS0D11bS0D55  ðbS0D15Þ2;
Xa ¼ ðbS0D1aS11 þ bS0D5aS15 þ bS0D7ag11Þ=D; Ya ¼ ðbS0D1aS15 þ bS0D5aS55 þ bS0D7ag15Þ=D;
Za ¼ ðbS0D1ag11 þ bS0D5ag15 þ bS0D7ab11Þ=D; a ¼ 2;4;6;8:
ð5:4bÞNote that in (5.4b) some expanded notations are used such as bS0D7j , bS0D8j , which are related to g^0ij and b^0rij bybS0D7j ¼ bS0Dj7 ¼ g^01j; bS0D8j ¼ bS0Dj8 ¼ g^02j; j ¼ 1;2;4;5;6;bS0D77 ¼ b^011; bS0D78 ¼ b^012; bS0D88 ¼ b^022: ð5:5Þ
6. Explicit expressions for material eigenvector matrices A and B
From thegeneral solutions shown in (4.5)we see that itwould beofmuchbeneﬁt ifwe can get the explicit expressions of the
material eigenvectormatricesA and B. For pure anisotropicmaterials, the explicit expressions ofmaterial eigenvectors are ob-
tained through comparison with the stress-based Lekhnitskii formalism (Ting, 1996). With this understanding, to obtain the
material eigenvectors for piezoelectric materials we start from the fourth type constitutive laws of state I, i.e., (3.2a)4,ep ¼ Sprp; ð6:1aÞ
whereep ¼ e
0
E0
( )
; rp ¼ r
0
D0
( )
; Sp ¼
bS0D g^0T
g^0 b^0r
" #
: ð6:1bÞKnowing that stresses are related to stress functions by (4.6) and strains are related to displacements by ð4:3Þ2, Eq. (6.1a)
can be further written asDeu ¼ SpDr/; ð6:2aÞ
where De and Dr are, respectively, the matrix of differential operators related to the strain and stress calculation asDe ¼
o
ox1
0 0 0
0 oox2 0 0
0 0 oox2 0
0 0 oox1 0
o
ox2
o
ox1
0 0
0 0 0 oox1
0 0 0 oox2
266666666666664
377777777777775
; Dr ¼
 oox2 0 0 0
0 oox1 0 0
0 0 oox1 0
0 0  oox2 0
o
ox1
0 0 0
0 0 0  oox2
0 0 0 oox1
266666666666664
377777777777775
: ð6:2bÞBy using the relation obtained in (6.2), each displacement component can be expressed in terms of the stress functions
through integration. With this relation, the following compatibility equations for two-dimensional problems,e11;22 þ e22;11  2e12;12 ¼ 0; e23;1 þ e13;2 ¼ 0; E1;2  E2;1 ¼ 0; ð6:3Þ
will give usDcSpDr/ ¼ 0; ð6:4aÞ
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o2
ox22
o2
ox21
0 0  o2ox1ox2 0 0
0 0  oox1 oox2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 oox2  oox1
26664
37775: ð6:4bÞSince (6.4) is a system of homogeneous partial differential equations in two independent variables x1 and x2. A general
solution for /i depends on one complex variable that is a linear combination of x1 and x2, which is also applicable for ui
through (6.2a). Without loss of generality the coefﬁcient of x1 is usually selected to be unity, i.e., z ¼ x1 þ lx2. By comparison
with the general solutions shown in (4.5a), we may now letui ¼ aif ðzÞ; /i ¼ bif ðzÞ; ð6:5Þ
in which ai and bi are the material eigenvectors to be determined in this section. Substituting ð6:5Þ2 into (6.4a) we obtainCcSpCrb ¼ 0; ð6:6aÞ
whereCc ¼
l2 1 0 0 l 0 0
0 0 1 l 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 l 1
264
375; Cr ¼
l 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 l 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 l
0 0 0 1
2666666666664
3777777777775
: ð6:6bÞNote that in the above Cc and Cr can be obtained directly from the matrices of differential operator, Dc and Dr, with o=ox1
replaced by 1 and o=ox2 replaced by l.
Eq. (6.6a) is a linear algebraic system of equations with four unknowns and three equations. To solve the unknown vector
b, we need one more relation. From (4.6) we see that /i; i ¼ 1;2;3;4, are not independent each other because of the symme-
try of stress r12 ¼ r21, which will lead to/2;2 ¼ /1;1: ð6:7Þ
Substituting ð6:5Þ2 into (6.7) we obtainlb2 ¼ b1: ð6:8Þ
With the relation (6.8), the system of Eq. (6.6a) can be rewritten asCcSpCr b1 ¼ 0; ð6:9aÞ
where 2 3Cr ¼
l2 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 l 0
l 0 0
0 0 l
0 0 1
666666666664
777777777775
; b1 ¼
b2
b3
b4
8><>:
9>=>;: ð6:9bÞAfter operating the matrix multiplication for (6.9), we get‘4 ‘3 m3
‘3 ‘2 m2
m3 m2 q2
264
375 b2b3
b4
8><>:
9>=>; ¼ 0; ð6:10aÞwhere
‘2 ¼ bS0D55l2  2bS0D45lþ bS0D44;
‘3 ¼ bS0D15l3  ðbS0D14 þ bS0D56Þl2 þ ðbS0D25 þ bS0D46Þl bS0D24;
‘4 ¼ bS0D11l4  2bS0D16l3 þ ð2bS0D12 þ bS0D66Þl2  2bS0D26lþ bS0D22;
m2 ¼ g^015l2  ðg^014 þ g^025Þlþ g^024;
m3 ¼ g^011l3  ðg^021 þ g^016Þl2 þ ðg^012 þ g^026Þl g^022;
q2 ¼ b^0r11l2 þ 2b^0r12l b^0r22:
ð6:10bÞNon-trivial solutions of b2; b3; b4 exist only when the determinant of the coefﬁcient matrix equal to zero, which will lead
to the following characteristic equation for the determination of the material eigenvalues l,
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Eq. (6.11) is an 8th order polynomial which should lead to the same eigenvalues as those obtained from the eigen-relation
(4.7). Furthermore, after obtaining the eigenvalues from (6.11), its associated eigenvectors can be obtained from (6.10a) and
(6.8). The results areb ¼
b1
b2
b3
b4
8>><>>:
9>>=>>; ¼ c
l‘4
‘4
‘3
m3
8>><>>:
9>>=>>;; or c
l‘3
‘3
‘2
m2
8>><>>:
9>>=>>;; or c
lm3
m3
m2
q2
8>><>>:
9>>=>>;; ð6:12aÞwhere‘2 ¼ ‘4q2 m23; ‘3 ¼ m2m3  ‘3q2; ‘4 ¼ ‘2q2 m22;
m2 ¼ ‘3m3  ‘4m2; m3 ¼ ‘3m2  ‘2m3; q2 ¼ ‘2‘4  ‘23:
ð6:12bÞIn the above c is the scaling factor. Generally, the three different expressions shown in (6.12a) should be the same if
they are non-trivial. If one or two of them is a trivial solution, i.e., zero, just take the non-trivial one as the eigenvector
b. If all of them are trivial, one may take any three independent vectors of b1 as the eigenvectors and employ the rela-
tion (6.8) to complete the eigenvector b. The solutions shown in (6.12) cover all the possible eigenvectors in which one
of them agrees with that presented by Soh et al. (2001) whose solution will fail if its denominator equals to zero for
some piezoelectric materials.
When b is determined from (6.12), the other eigenvector a can be obtained by the following relation, which is derived by
substituting (6.5) into (6.2a),Cea ¼ SpCrb; ð6:13Þwhere Cr is given in ð6:6bÞ2 and Ce can be obtained from De of ð6:2bÞ1 with o=ox1 replaced by 1 and o=ox2 replaced by l. By
choosing an appropriate matrix Ce making C

e Ce ¼ I, the eigenvector a can then be determined bya ¼ Ce SpCrb ¼ Ce SpCr b1 ð6:14aÞ
where the second equality of Eq. (6.14a) comes from Eq. (6.8) andCe ¼
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1=l 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1=l 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
26664
37775: ð6:14bÞAfter operating the matrix multiplication for (6.14a), we geta ¼
a1
a2
a3
a4
8>><>>:
9>>=>>; ¼
p1b2 þ q1b3 þ r1b4
½p2b2 þ q2b3 þ r2b4=l
½p4b2 þ q4b3 þ r4b4=l
p7b2 þ q7b3 þ r7b4
8>><>>:
9>>=>>;; ð6:15aÞwherepj ¼ l2S^0Dj1 þ S^0Dj2  lS^0Dj6 ;
qj ¼ S^0Dj4  lS^0Dj5 ;
rj ¼ S^0Dj8  lS^0Dj7 ; j ¼ 1;2;4;7:
ð6:15bÞNote that although the choice of Ce in (6.14b) may not be unique, different choice of C

e will lead to the same a. For exam-
ple, if the 3rd row of Ce is selected to be (0 0 0 1 0 0 0), the 3
rd component of awill be p5b2 þ q5b3 þ r5b4 which can be proved
to be identical to the one shown in (6.15a). After getting the explicit expressions of ak and bk through (6.12) and (6.15) for
each material eigenvalue lk; k ¼ 1;2;3;4, the material eigenvector matrices A and B can be constructed as that shown in
ð4:5bÞ4;5. To have a unique value for the eigenvectors, the scaling factors ck should be normalized. The normalization has been
deﬁned through the orthogonality relation (4.10a), which shows thatsc2k ¼
1
2ða1kb1k þ a2kb2k þ a3kb3k þ a4kb4kÞ ; k ¼ 1;2;3;4; ð6:16Þwhere ajk and bjk are the components of material eigenvector matrices A and B before scaling.
In order to let readers have a clear picture about the explicit expressions of A and B, two typical examples for the piezo-
electric materials are shown below.
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The constitutive relations for piezoelectric ceramics with poling direction parallel to x3-axis can be written asr1
r2
r3
r4
r5
r6
8>>>><>>>>:
9>>>>=>>>>;
¼
CE11 C
E
12 C
E
13 0 0 0
CE12 C
E
11 C
E
13 0 0 0
CE13 C
E
13 C
E
33 0 0 0
0 0 0 CE44 0 0
0 0 0 0 CE44 0
0 0 0 0 0 ðCE11  CE12Þ=2
266666666664
377777777775
e1
e2
e3
e4
e5
e6
8>>>><>>>>:
9>>>>=>>>>;

0 0 e31
0 0 e31
0 0 e33
0 e15 0
e15 0 0
0 0 0
2666666664
3777777775
E1
E2
E3
8><>:
9>=>;;
D1
D2
D3
8><>:
9>=>; ¼
0 0 0 0 e15 0
0 0 0 e15 0 0
e31 e31 e33 0 0 0
264
375
e1
e2
e3
e4
e5
e6
8>>>><>>>>:
9>>>>=>>>>;
þ
xe11 0 0
0 xe11 0
0 0 xe33
264
375 E1E2
E3
8><>:
9>=>;:
ð6:17ÞIf we consider the two-dimensional state of generalized plane strain and short circuit (e3 ¼ 0 and E3 ¼ 0Þ, the explicit
expressions of the eigenvectors a and b shown in (6.12) and (6.15) are written in terms of bS0Dij ; g^0ij; b^0rij . Therefore, to get the
explicit expressions for the material eigenvector matrices A and B, the ﬁrst thing we need to do is ﬁnding the inverse relation
of (6.17), which gives usbS0D11 ¼ bS0D22 ¼ CE11ðCE11Þ2ðCE12Þ2 ; bS0D12 ¼ bS0D21 ¼ CE12ðCE11Þ2ðCE12Þ2 ;bS0D44 ¼ bS0D55 ¼ xe11e215þxe11CE44 ; bS0D66 ¼ 2CE11CE12 ;bS0D48 ¼ g^024 ¼ bS0D57 ¼ g^015 ¼ e15e215þxe11CE44 ¼ g;
bS0D77 ¼ b^0r11 ¼ bS0D88 ¼ b^022 ¼ CE44e215þxe11CE44 ¼ b;
ð6:18aÞand all the other constants are zero, i.e.,bS0D14 ¼ bS0D15 ¼ bS0D16 ¼ bS0D17 ¼ bS0D18 ¼ bS0D24 ¼ bS0D25 ¼ bS0D26 ¼ bS0D27 ¼ bS0D28
¼ bS0D45 ¼ bS0D46 ¼ bS0D47 ¼ bS0D56 ¼ bS0D58 ¼ bS0D67 ¼ bS0D68 ¼ bS0D78 ¼ 0: ð6:18bÞSubstituting (6.18a, 6.18b) into (6.10b), we get‘2 ¼ bS0D44ðl2 þ 1Þ; ‘4 ¼ bS0D11ðl2 þ 1Þ2; m2 ¼ gðl2 þ 1Þ; q2 ¼ bðl2 þ 1Þ;
‘3 ¼ m3 ¼ 0:
ð6:19ÞWith this result, the characteristic Eq. (6.11) gives us the material eigenvalues with positive imaginary part,
lk; k ¼ 1;2;3;4, asl1 ¼ l2 ¼ l3 ¼ l4 ¼ i: ð6:20Þ
With the repeated eigenvalues obtained in (6.20), we see that the coefﬁcient matrix of b1 of (6.10a) is identical to zero
and all the explicit expressions shown in (6.12a) provide trivial solution, i.e., b=0. As we explain in the paragraph following
(6.12b), under this condition we may take any three independent vectors of b1 as the eigenvectors and the relation
lb2 ¼ b1 should be employed to complete the eigenvector b. With this understanding, the eigenvector matrix B can be
written asB ¼
c1l1 c2l2 0 0
c1 c2 0 0
0 0 c3 0
0 0 0 c4
26664
37775: ð6:21ÞNote that in the above all four eigenvectors are independent each other depending on the assumption that l1 6¼ l2. How-
ever, from (6.20) we know that it is not true since all the eigenvalues are the same. Therefore, the material eigenvector ma-
trix B for this special case does not exist owing to the fact that no enough independent eigenvectors exist for the repeated
eigenvalues. This is the so called degenerate materials. For this special kind of materials, the general solution shown in (4.5) is
not valid and should be modiﬁed. A modiﬁed formalism for degenerate materials has been proposed in (Ting and Hwu, 1988;
Ting, 1996) for two-dimensional anisotropic elasticity, which may also be applied to the piezoelectric problems. Even (6.21)
is not valid for the present case when l1 ¼ l2 ¼ i. In many applications, it is very useful by treating l1 ¼ i and l2 ¼ iþ e
where e is a small perturbed value. Successful application of (6.21) can be seen in the next section when we derive the ex-
plicit expressions of Barnett–Lothe tensors L, S, and H.
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constant values given in (6.18) and the results obtained in (6.20) and (6.21) as well as the assumption that l1 6¼ l2, we can
now write down the explicit expression for the material eigenvector matrix A asA ¼
c1ðl21bS0D11 þ bS0D12Þ c2ðl22bS0D11 þ bS0D12Þ 0 0
c1ðl21bS0D12 þ bS0D11Þ=l1 c2ðl22bS0D12 þ bS0D11Þ=l2 0 0
0 0 ic3bS0D44 ic4g
0 0 ic3g ic4b
266664
377775: ð6:22ÞThe scaling factors ck; k ¼ 1;2;3;4 shown in (6.21) and (6.22) can then be determined by the orthogonality relation (4.10a),
or obtained directly from (6.16) with ajk and bjk given in (6.21) and (6.22), e.g., b11 ¼ l1; b21 ¼ 1; b31 ¼ b41 ¼ 0; . . . ; a44 ¼ ib.
Example 2: Piezoelectric ceramics poling in x2-axis
The constitutive relations for piezoelectric ceramics with poling direction parallel to x2-axis can be written asr1
r2
r3
r4
r5
r6
8>>>><>>>>:
9>>>>=>>>>;
¼
CE11 C
E
12 C
E
13 0 0 0
CE12 C
E
22 C
E
12 0 0 0
CE13 C
E
12 C
E
11 0 0 0
0 0 0 CE44 0 0
0 0 0 0 ðCE11  CE13Þ=2 0
0 0 0 0 0 CE44
266666666664
377777777775
e1
e2
e3
e4
e5
e6
8>>>><>>>>:
9>>>>=>>>>;

0 e21 0
0 e22 0
0 e21 0
0 0 e16
0 0 0
e16 0 0
2666666664
3777777775
E1
E2
E3
8><>:
9>=>;;
D1
D2
D3
8><>:
9>=>; ¼
0 0 0 0 0 e16
e21 e22 e21 0 0 0
0 0 0 e16 0 0
264
375
e1
e2
e3
e4
e5
e6
8>>>><>>>>:
9>>>>=>>>>;
þ
xe11 0 0
0 xe22 0
0 0 xe11
264
375 E1E2
E3
8><>:
9>=>;:
ð6:23ÞSimilar to the previous case, we ﬁrstly ﬁnd the inverse relation of (6.23) under the condition that e3 ¼ 0 and E3 ¼ 0, which
gives usbS0D11 ¼ CE22CE11CE22ðCE12Þ2  ðe21CE11e22CE12Þ2C½CE11CE22ðCE12Þ2  ;bS0D12 ¼ bS0D21 ¼  e21e22 ½ðCE11Þ2ðCE12Þ2 C½CE11CE22ðCE12Þ2  þ xe22CE12C ;bS0D22 ¼ e221 ½ðCE11Þ2ðCE12Þ2 C½CE11CE22ðCE12Þ2  þ xe22CE11C ;bS0D44 ¼ 1CE44 ; bS0D55 ¼ 2CE11CE13 ; bS0D66 ¼ xe11e216þxe11CE44 ;bS0D18 ¼ g^021 ¼ ðe21CE11  e22CE12Þ=C; bS0D28 ¼ g^022 ¼ ðe22CE11  e21CE12Þ=C;bS0D67 ¼ g^016 ¼ e16e216þxe11CE44 ; bS0D77 ¼ b^0r11 ¼ CE44e216þxe11CE44 ;
bS0D88 ¼ b^0r22 ¼ ðCE11CE22  ðCE12Þ2Þ=C;
ð6:24aÞwhereC ¼ ðe221 þ e222ÞCE11  2e21e22CE12 þ xe22½CE11CE22  ðCE12Þ2; ð6:24bÞand all the other constants are zero, i.e.,bS0D14 ¼ bS0D15 ¼ bS0D16 ¼ bS0D17 ¼ bS0D24 ¼ bS0D25 ¼ bS0D26 ¼ bS0D27
¼ bS0D45 ¼ bS0D46 ¼ bS0D47 ¼ bS0D48 ¼ bS0D56 ¼ bS0D57 ¼ bS0D58 ¼ bS0D68 ¼ bS0D78 ¼ 0: ð6:24cÞSubstituting (6.24a–c) into (6.10b), we get‘2 ¼ bS0D55l2 þ bS0D44; ‘4 ¼ bS0D11l4 þ ð2bS0D12 þ bS0D66Þl2 þ bS0D22;
m3 ¼ ðg^021 þ g^016Þl2  g^022; q2 ¼ ðb^0r11l2 þ b^0r22Þ;
‘3 ¼ m2 ¼ 0:
ð6:25ÞWith the results of (6.25), the characteristic Eq. (6.11) can be reduced to
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Let l1 be the root of ‘2 ¼ 0 and l2; l3; l4 be the roots of ‘4q2 m23 ¼ 0, whose imaginary parts are positive. Since
‘4q2 m23 ¼ 0 is a 3rd order polynomial of l2 whose coefﬁcients are all real and l cannot be real, the most general expressions
for the roots of l2 are one pair of complex conjugates and one real. And hence, we may letl1 ¼ i
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃbS0D44=bS0D55q ; l2 ¼ a2 þ ib2; l3 ¼ a2 þ ib2; l4 ¼ ib4: ð6:27ÞThe material eigenvector matrix B can then be constructed through (6.12) with the values given in (6.25). Its ﬁnal sim-
pliﬁed expression isB ¼
0 c2l2 c3l3 c4l4
0 c2 c3 c4
c1 0 0 0
0 c2g2 c3g3 c4g4
26664
37775; ð6:28aÞwheregk ¼
‘4ðlkÞ
m3ðlkÞ
¼ m3ðlkÞ
q2ðlkÞ
; k ¼ 2;3;4: ð6:28bÞNote that through (6.25), (6.27) and (6.28b) we see that some relations exist for lk and gk:l3 ¼ l2; g3 ¼ g2; l4 ¼ l4; g4 ¼ g4: ð6:29ÞBy the way similar to Example 1, the material eigenvector matrix A can then be written asA ¼
0 c2a12 c3a13 c4a14
0 c2a22 c3a23 c4a24
c1bS0D44=l1 0 0 0
0 c2a42 c3a43 c4a44
26664
37775; ð6:30aÞwherea1k ¼ bS0D11l2k þ bS0D12 þ g^021gk; a2k ¼ ðbS0D12l2k þ bS0D22 þ g^022gkÞ=lk;
a4k ¼ ðg^016  b^0r11gkÞlk; k ¼ 2;3;4:
ð6:30bÞThe scaling factors ck; k ¼ 1;2;3;4 shown in (6.28) and (6.30) can then be determined by the orthogonality relation
(4.10a), or obtained directly from (6.16).
7. Explicit expressions for Barnett–Lothe tensors S, H and L
In two-dimensional problems, three real matrices S, H and L deﬁned in Eq. (4.11) appear frequently in the ﬁnal real form
solutions. Although this deﬁnition is not valid for degenerate materials whose material eigenvector matrices A and B may
not exist, such as Example 1 shown in the last section, Barnett and Lothe (1973) devised an integral formalism to compute
these matrices directly from the elastic stiffnesses. Their integral formalism shows thatS ¼ 1
p
Z p
0
N1ðhÞdh; H ¼ 1p
Z p
0
N2ðhÞdh; L ¼ 1p
Z p
0
N3ðhÞdh; ð7:1Þwhich means that S, H and L are, respectively, the average values of N1ðhÞ, N2ðhÞ and N3ðhÞ. By this integral formal-
ism, the problems associated with degenerate materials disappear. Hence, S, H and L sometimes are called Barnett–
Lothe tensors. Due to the importance of S, H and L, it is always desirable to have their explicit expressions. Although
the integral formalism (7.1) has its advantage to avoid the degenerate problems, it is not convenient for the calcula-
tion. If we have the explicit expressions of A and B, it seems that a direct substitution by the deﬁnition (4.11) is a
good approach. However, the presence of the normalization factors ck for the eigenvector matrices A and B would lead
the direct substitution to a unwieldy algebraic calculation. An alternative approach by employing AB1 is suggested by
Ting (Ting, 1996). In the following, we will follow his steps to ﬁnd the explicit expressions of S, H and L for the two
examples discussed in the last section.
Knowing that AB1 ¼ ðABTÞðBBTÞ1 and using the deﬁnitions given in (4.11), we have
AB1 ¼ ðSL1 þ iL1Þ: ð7:2ÞWhen A is multiplied by B1, it is seen that the normalization factors cancel each other, which may prevent the unwieldy
results by direct substitution into the deﬁnitions given in (4.11). Eq. (7.2) shows that L and S can be obtained, respectively,
from the imaginary part and real part of AB1 by
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Once L and S are determined, H can be obtained by using the following identity (Ting, 1996)H ¼ L1 þ SðSL1Þ: ð7:4Þ
Example 1: Piezoelectric ceramics poling in x3-axis
Using the procedure outlined above, we ﬁrst calculate AB1 by (6.21) and (6.22). The result isAB1 ¼ 
2ibS0D11 ðbS0D11 þ bS0D12Þ 0 0
ðbS0D11 þ bS0D12Þ 2ibS0D11 0 0
0 0 ibS0D44 ig
0 0 ig ib
266664
377775; ð7:5Þwhich can be proved to be identical to that presented in (Suo et al., 1992). Note that during the derivation of (7.5), l1 6¼ l2
was assumed for the calculation of B1. After getting AB1 in terms of l1 and l2, we insert their actual values, i.e., l1 ¼ l2 ¼ i
to get (7.5). By this way the problem of degeneracy disappears, which means that although B1 does not exist for the degen-
erate materials, AB1 and hence L, S and H exist. With the result obtained in (7.5) and following the procedure described
between (7.2) and (7.4), we now getL1 ¼
2bS0D11 0 0 0
0 2bS0D11 0 0
0 0 bS0D44 g
0 0 g b
266664
377775; L ¼
ð2bS0D11Þ1 0 0 0
0 ð2bS0D11Þ1 0 0
0 0 k1b k1g
0 0 k1g k1bS0D44
266664
377775; S ¼ k2
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
26664
37775;
H ¼
k3bS0D11 0 0 0
0 k3bS0D11 0 0
0 0 bS0D44 g
0 0 g b
266664
377775;
ð7:6aÞwherek1 ¼ ðg2 þ bbS0D44Þ1 ¼ e215 þ xe11CE44;
k2 ¼ ð1þ k0Þ=2; k3 ¼ ð3þ k0Þð1 k0Þ=2; and k0 ¼ bS0D12=bS0D11: ð7:6bÞExample 2: Piezoelectric ceramics poling in x2-axis
By a similar approach as Example 1, we ﬁrst calculate AB1 by using the results given in (6.27)-(6.30). The result isAB1 ¼ 
iL11 v21 0 v41
v21 iL

22 0 iL

24
0 0 iL33 0
v41 iL

24 0 iL

44
26664
37775; ð7:7aÞin which Lij and vij are all real values and are related to the material constants byL11 ¼ 2bS0D11Imfl22g2 þ ðl24g2  l22g4Þg=k;
L22 ¼ 2Imf½c2l2l4g4 þ ðc2l24  c4l22Þg2=l2l4g=k;
L33 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃbS0D44bS0D55q ;
L24 ¼ 2Imf½c2l2l4 þ ðc2l24  c4l22Þ=l2l4g=k
¼ 2b^0r11Imfl2l2g2g4 þ l2l4g2ðg2  g4Þg=k;
L44 ¼ 2b^0r11Imfl2l2g2 þ l2l4ðg2  g4Þg=k;
v21 ¼ bS0D12  2bS0D11Refl22l2g4 þ l2l4g2ðl2  l4Þg=k
¼ bS0D12 þ 2Ref½c2l4g2 þ ðc4l2g2  c2l4g4Þ=l2l4g=k;
v41 ¼ g^021 þ 2bS0D11Refl22l2 þ l2l4ðl2  l4Þg=k
¼ g^016 þ 2b^0r11Refl2g2g2  g2g4ðl2  l4Þg=k;
ð7:7bÞandk ¼ 2Refl2g2 þ ðl4g2  l2g4Þg; ck ¼ bS0D22 þ g^022gk; k ¼ 2;4: ð7:7cÞ
Note that in Eq. (7.7b) two equalities are given for L24; v21 and v41, which come from the fact that L
1 is symmetric and
SL1 is skew-symmetric. With the result of Eq. (7.7) and the procedure described in Eqs. (7.2)–(7.4), we get
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L11 0 0 0
0 L22 0 L

24
0 0 L33 0
0 L24 0 L

44
26664
37775; L ¼
ðL11Þ1 0 0 0
0 k‘L

44 0 k‘L24
0 0 ðL33Þ1 0
0 k‘L24 0 k‘L22
266664
377775;
S ¼
0 S12 0 S14
S21 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
S41 0 0 0
26664
37775; H ¼
H11 0 0 0
0 H22 0 H24
0 0 H33 0
0 H24 0 H44
26664
37775;
ð7:8aÞwhere
S12 ¼ k‘ðv21L44  v41L24Þ; S14 ¼ k‘ðv21L24  v41L22Þ;
S21 ¼ v21=L11; S41 ¼ v41=L11;
H11 ¼ L11  k‘ðv221L44  2v21v41L24 þ v241L22Þ; H22 ¼ L22  ðv221=L11Þ;
H24 ¼ L24  ðv21v41=L11Þ; H33 ¼ L33; H44 ¼ L44  ðv241=L11Þ;
ð7:8bÞandk‘ ¼ ½L22L44  ðL24Þ21: ð7:8cÞ
It can be proved that the explicit solutions shown in Eqs. (7.7), (7.8) agree with those presented by Soh et al. (2001),
although they are different in outward appearance. Note that one typing error occurs in eqn. (40b) of (Soh et al., 2001), in
which Im of the ﬁrst term should be corrected as Re.
8. Conclusions
Four types of constitutive laws for piezoelectric materials in three-dimensional state are brieﬂy reviewed in this paper.
Four different two-dimensional states are discussed to get the reduced constitutive laws for two-dimensional problems.
Even the extended Stroh formalism for piezoelectric anisotropic elasticity was derived under one of the four two-dimen-
sional states: the generalized plane strain and short circuit condition, by suitable replacement of the material constants it
can still be applied to the other two-dimensional states. With this understanding, in this paper only the explicit expressions
for the state of generalized plane strain and short circuit are presented. The explicit expressions for the fundamental matrix
N1;N2 and N3, and material eigenvectors a and b are presented in (5.4) and (6.12) and (6.15) for all possible piezoelectric
anisotropic materials. Standard procedure for getting the explicit expressions of Barnett–Lothe tensors L, S and H is shown
in (7.2)–(7.4). Two typical examples for piezoelectric ceramics poling in two different axes, x3-axis or x2-axis, are shown in
Sections 6 and 7 for getting their explicit expressions of A, B, L, S and H.
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